Did you know that Arlington County is developing a
plan for Langston Boulevard to help guide private
and public investment over the next several decades?
We need your input!

West of Langston Boulevard and Harrison Street intersection illustration

Which key planning elements matter most to you?
Land Use

Transportation, Connectivity, and Urban Design

Economic Vitality

Public Schools, Facilities, and Spaces

Housing

Historic and Cultural Resources

Building Form

Sustainability and Resilience

Scan the QR code to share feedback with us now! Then sign up to learn more about Plan Langston
Boulevard, and to receive the most up-to-date and accurate information about the study in your inbox.

There will be opportunities to provide feedback on
a preliminary concept plan for the corridor.
Community meeting dates will be announced
in the Plan Langston Boulevard newsletter and on the website.

BOLDLY PLANNING FOR PEOPLE & POWER OF
PLACE 2050: Resilient, Renewable, Re-energized
By 2050, Langston Boulevard will become a “Green Main
Street” of vibrant neighborhoods, linking iconic local
businesses, mixed-use activity nodes, sufficient and mixed
housing supply, and signature public spaces.
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Next Steps
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The planning team is developing a Preliminary Concept Plan
for the Langston Boulevard corridor to be shared in early
2022.
Building on a decade of grassroots community engagement
and the 2016 Visioning Study, the PCP will describe planning
goals, policies and recommendations for development within
the study area for review by the community and the County.
Once it has been released, there will be opportunities
for public feedback, and the plan will be updated again
before review and adoption of a final plan for the Langston
Boulevard corridor.
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Analysis
Education
Community
engagement
Validate/refine the
vision

Developing
Ideas
Develop/evaluate land
use scenarios
Community
engagement
Refine goals
Prepare Preliminary
Concept Plan

Drafting
the Plan

•

Draft Final Plan based
on feedback on
Preliminary Concept
Plan

Phase

Refining &
Plan Adoption
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Presentation of Final Plan
Final community
engagement and
refinements
Adoption of Final Plan

We are here.
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Gathering
Information

